Homegrown and ethically gathered botanicals | Sustainable | Intuitively crafted | Seasonal | Small batch | Recyclable packaging

Homegrown | Handcraf ted
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Inspired By Nature

Sustainable homegrown herbs | Respectfully gathered f lora | Organic hemp cord | Seasonal | Local botanicals | Hand woven

Our Smoulder Sticks are bundles of herbs and f lora intuitively woven together and dried for the purpose of burning. This ancient
tradition is one of the earliest forms of aromatherapy and can enhance meditation practices, clearing and seasonal rituals. As the stick
smoulders an aromatic smoke is released containing many of the beneficial compounds and energies of the plants.
We craft small seasonal batches of Smoulder Sticks with our homegrown herbs, and wild medicinal plants that we gather with great
care and respect. We supply independent shops and create tailor made smoulder sticks for individuals. Get in touch to find out more.
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Handcrafted | All natural | Locally and ethically gathered resin | Recyclable packaging | Inspired by Nature

Our loose incense blends combine leaves, petals, buds, barks and resins all lovingly grown or gathered by us with great care and
respect to nature. Plants are gathered at their most abundant and dried carefully to maintain their potency. Our incense is blended
without added fragrance or essential oils and are intended for use in rituals, wellbeing and self care practices. As we burn loose
incense an aromatic smoke is released containing many of the beneficial plant compounds and energies. Ideal for cleansing and
energising our spaces and cultivating a moment of mindfulness, grounding and connection to nature. Our blends are ideal for use with
a mesh incense burner, and can be smouldered on a charcoal disc for ceremonies, or enjoyed as a natural pot pourri. Our blends
include our signature Botanical blend, Forest blend and Sun & Moon blends.
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Windfallen, sustainably gathered wood | Organic plant infused oils | Vegan-friendly | Organic hemp cord | Slowly crafted

Yew
Elder

Witch’s Trio
Yew, Hawthorn, Elder
We handcraft Wild Jewellery from windfallen wood to celebrate the beauty and magic of the forest and energies of trees. Each piece of
wood is carefully and respectfully gathered, carved and smoothed to celebrate the unique story and energy it holds. We work
intuitively, choosing to highlight the intricacies and life history of the wood. The result is unique wooden jewellery with character,
patterns and wonderful colourings from aging, spalting and ebonising. Each piece is finished with organic Sunf lower oil infused with
plants, threaded on organic hemp cord, fastened with a hand-made Birch button and placed in a linen pouch ready for its new home.
Our offerings are ever changing as we journey to new places, discover new woods and concoct custom orders for customers.

Hazel
Willow

Yew
Hawthorn
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Recycled, uncoated, premium card | Compostable plant-based cellophane sleeve | Local independant printer

The Wheel of the Year acknowledges the cyclic movement of the seasons throughout the year honoured by Earth-based traditions. We
have created our artwork using our own photographs, designs and historical illustrations to capture the magic of each season.
Observing the Natural World and its cycles can help us to connect to, and learn more about our inner world. Our Seasonal Ref lection
cards provide journal prompts, ref lections and tips for connecting to the energy of each season.
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About Us

Our love for the Natural World inspired the creation of Wild Fen.
We have both been studying and
enjoying nature for most of our
lives. This has evolved in many
ways including growing our own
organic herbs and plants,
foraging wild edibles and healing
plants,
concocting
natural
products and celebrating the
beauty and magic of nature
through photography, artwork
and creations.
We grow or sustainably forage
every plant that we work with.
Weaving them into items to
support your wellbeing and self
care practices and encourage a
deeper connection with nature.
We now live a simple, seasonal
and wild life, close to nature in
our tiny hand built van home. We
spend a lot of time in and around
our beloved Fens adventuring to
other wild places in between.
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About Nicola

About Chris

I have felt a deep connection to nature
all my life and have spent many years
studying and enjoying the outdoors.
My Masters degree in Ecology and
Conservation took me to Tanzania for
18 months and the west coast of
Scotland for 2 years where I studied
animals, their habitats and their
connections to the seasonal cycle. In
more recent years I have trained in
Mindfulness & Ecotherapy and
worked as a Wellbeing practitioner. I
have a particular interest in how
nature can support our wellbeing and
teach us more about our inner worlds.
I love exploring, foraging and wild
swimming
in
our
Fenland
surroundings and further afield too. I
am passionate about living a seasonal
life that celebrates the beauty & magic
of nature, and this inspired the
creation of Wild Fen.

I have always spent my free time
outdoors, from camping with my
family as a kid to wild camping as
an adult. I’ve spent my life
observing and immersing myself
into the natural world; hiking,
canoeing, photographing wildlife,
learning bushcraft and making
videos of my adventures.

Get in touch for a chat!

I have a design background which
led me to be the production editor
of a bushcraft magazine for 4
years, working with outdoor
experts and enthusiasts from
around the world. Eager to spend
more time outdoors I volunteered
as a Park Ranger and worked as a
landscape gardener until Nic and I
decided to blend our love for nature,
foraging and wellbeing together to
create Wild Fen.

www.wildfen.com

